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Help Ons Mense

Help Our People in South Africa
Do you like watching horror movies? Do you read the fictions of Poe & King and Co.? Do
you enjoy those images of pain and suffering; people being dismembered with chain saws, knives,
or axes? The gorier, the better, right? Of course you know it’s all a fiction. You are comfortable
knowing it is all make believe. Now imagine the horror to be real and you are caught in the
middle of it. How does that idea resonate with you?
What is happening to White Boers in South Africa is a true horror story in which real
people are dismembered, drilled with electric tools, have eyelids cut off so they can watch their
children being hacked up with a panga or see the wife being raped with a broken bottle, a broom
stick, or a knife. Yes, those are true stories of horror and terror coming from South Africa. These
stories are not made up. In fact, there is a memorial to the murdered farm families of South
Africa on which thousands of names, ages, and dates are listed much like the thousands of dead
who are remembered on the Vietnam War memorial in Washington D.C. Children as young as two
years old are on that list. There are ancients of days; men, women in their 80s, horribly disfigured
over sometimes prolonged periods before death finally put an end to their suffering. A dead Boer
was found with over 100 puncture wounds. Another one was found dead with a pitchfork stuck
into his throat. The murders are ritualized Hate Crimes.
To give you some idea how things work for the Boers in South Africa. Under the ridiculous
labour laws many blacks have to be given jobs. When a Boer hires a black farm worker, if that
worker has a family, the entire family comes to live in quarters supplied by the Boer. He also has
to supply the food, education, and medical requirements of that black family. Since blacks are not
very intelligent and quite lazy, with an attitude due to the entitlement programs and propaganda
about the, ‘we wuz kaings,’ story, they are not overly productive, but, if you have enough of them,
things do get done, as long as the Boer continues to treat those blacks with velvet gloves; just as
you would with wild crocodiles, hungry lions, or angry chimpanzees. Well, one day, a Boer ticked
off a black worker with a mote and that ungrateful chimp hybrid conspired to exact revenge.
Revenge came in the night, a time when negroes are not so easy to see and nefarious deeds can be
done out of plain sight; albeit, daylight murders occur, as well in great plenty in SA, just as was
witnessed in Rhodesia before it became the cess pit known as Zimbabwe. Anyway, the Boer was
attacked and hurt badly on that fateful 15th day of May in 2010.
When the unfortunate Boer had been good and pummeled, the disgruntled negro, who had
received so much from the kindly White Man, hooked the man’s ankles to a chain which was
attached to the farmer’s bakkie; his farm truck and then he was dragged over a gravel road until
nearly dying of a ruptured liver due to hitting a particularly large rock on his way to an early
undeserved grave. The negro finally deposited the hapless victim in his own shed where he bled
out and passed onto a higher realm and saw the face of God. His name is Johan Strydom. Johan
was only 40 years old.
The ANC government stopped counting the numbers of Boer dead when the number,
70,000 was reached. The number of dead now exceeds 85,000! since 1963. When Julius Malema,
a Communist negro with great appeal for young, disenfranchised blacks started calling for the
murder of Boers with an infamous song, which in a civilized nation would constitute a Hate Crime
and immediately result in the arrest of the hate monger. However, Julius, although charged with
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an offense for singing the, Kill, Kill, Kill the Boer song, the fact that the negro president Zuma, who
never passed first grade, allegedly also sings that song, nothing will come of the charges against
Malema. When the song first began to be sung in public, farm murders increased by the day.
Today the daily figure hovers between 50 and 90, thereabouts.
Now imagine this scenario in Texas, for example. If between 50 and 90 farmers and their
families are murdered; often time the wife and children are not counted in the total being
relegated to collateral damage status, how would White Texans react? In Texas the White
Christian people are armed and dangerous and would not tolerate that nonsense for very long.
However, in South Africa the Whites have been disarmed, just the same as in Australia, Canada,
and most of the countries of Europe; where the same sort of scenario is going to play out as the
negroes continue to proliferate there; many of them with a Muslim mind set which admonishes the
ritual, tortuous murder of non believers. Read, The Horror, an Indepth Look Into the Koran,
published exclusively in Rense.com.
White Women and Children are burned with blow torches by cannibals in South Africa
today. Even right now as you are reading this there is a farm murder taking place somewhere in
that vast land, where farms are spread out; many of them huge enterprises that have been built
up and developed over 400 years! For emergency personnel to get there in time to prevent the
torture and murder tends not to be possible in many cases. Rural South Africa is very rural and
emergency agencies are often far away from where the horror is taking place. By the time the
authorities get to the crime scene, the perpetrators are long gone and the White Farmers
deceased; leaving pools of blood, copious spatters everywhere, and indeed, sometimes bits and
pieces of their bodies; arms, legs, feet, hands, fingers...
There is a story which you can find spoken of in which an elderly White Farm Woman was
hung up by her fingers from a rafter and beaten so mercilessly on her head with a steel pipe that
her fingers came out of her hands as her body fell to the ground. Just imagine as each blow of the
pipe may have dislodged another finger until there were not enough fingers to hold up the weight of
the victim. Yes, such scenes occur in hell; a place that was a Paradise until the negroes came
down from the north and began eating up the place and pushing their demonic JuJu onto the
White People who made a huge mistake at some point in the development of Southern Africa. The
mistake was, they never heeded the warnings, so well expressed by the famous German doctor,
Albert Sweitzer, who ministered to the negroes of Africa for most of his professional career. What
he said and was not heeded is:

‘The biggest mistake the White Man made
was to give the negro the idea that we are equal.’
The fact of the matter is that we are not equal at all. White DNA, Khoisan DNA is not
negro DNA. The genetic makeup of negroes indicates tampering that likely occurred many
millennia ago; a time when there were chimeras and genetic scientists managed some amazing
feats of genetic engineering. In the case of the negro, the likely hood is that various simian DNA
was mixed with human genes to come up with the various tribes that evolved in that Dark
Continent of slithery snakes, biting insects, and roaring lions in order to create slaves for various
purposes to exploit resources there; particularly gold. There are lots of stories about the
Annunaki and their involvement in the early circumstances of Africa, for example. Maybe it was
the Nephilim. There is so much that has been hidden from us about the actual history/herstory of
this planet. However, to anyone who can read body types and faces can clearly see the gorilla
hybrid negroes; those huge characters with the wide flat noses and overhanging brow ridges.
Baboon hybrids would be the ancestors of those big assed negroes; a manifestation of which is
called a Khardasian, for example. When you look at negroes in profile, you can often see the
protruding jaws so indicative of simian features. The chimp hybrids are the most dangerous ones;
albeit, the baboon variety is also very prone to violence if provoked. The bonobo hybrids are just
glad to call you, Massah, and will help if he can get off his lazy ass and stop chasing tail. tobecont.
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